
 
BINARY JACKET

written and designed by Kt Baldassaro
SIZE- 32/34 (36/38, 40/42; 44/48)
MATERIALS 
[A] 5 (5, 6, 6, 7) skeins Jewel by Feza Yarns (275 yds; 100g/ea)
[B] 5 (6, 6, 7, 8) skeins Mesmerize by Feza yarns (137 yds; 50g/ea)US #10 needles, OR SIZE NEEDED TO OBTAIN GAUGE40” circular US #10.75 needles, OR SIZE NEEDED TO OBTAIN GAUGEUS # 10.75 DPNs, OR SIZE NEEDED TO OBTAIN GAUGEtapestry needle(3) size 0 hook and round eye closuressewing needle and thread
GAUGE- 4.5 sts & 6 rows = 1” in Stockinette st with Yarn A and B held together on US # 10 needles     4 sts & 6 rows = 1” in Stockinette st with Yarn A held doubled on US #10.75
LEFT FRONTUsing US # 10 needles, OR SIZE NEEDED TO OBTAIN THE GAUGE, with Yarn A and Yarn B held together, CO 20 (24, 28, 32) sts.Row 1(RS)- Knit to the last 2 sts, M1, K2. 21 (25, 29, 33) stsRow 2(WS)- P2, M1, purl to the end of the row. 22 (26, 30, 34 sts)Repeat the last two rows until there are 34 (38, 42, 46) sts on the needle. Work in Stockinette st until piece measures approx. 19” (19”, 20”, 20”) from CO edge, ending on a WS row.BO 4 (4, 6,6) sts at the beginning of the next row; knit to the end of the row. 30 (34, 36, 40) stsRow 1(WS)- Purl across.Row 2(RS)- K2, SSK, knit to the end of the row. 29 (33, 35, 39) stsRepeat the last two rows five additional times. 24 (28, 30, 34) stsWork in Stockinette st until piece measures approx. 7.5” from BO row. BO all sts.



RIGHT FRONTUsing US # 10 needles, OR SIZE NEEDED TO OBTAIN THE GAUGE, with Yarn A and Yarn B held together, CO 20 (24, 28, 32) sts.Row 1(RS)- K2, M1, knit to the end of the row. 21 (25, 29, 33) stsRow 2(WS)- Purl to the last two sts, M1, P2. 22 (26, 30, 34 sts)Repeat the last two rows until there are 34 (38, 42, 46) sts on the needle. Work in Stockinette st until piece measures approx. 19” (19”, 20”, 20”) from CO edge, ending on a RS row.BO 4 (4, 6,6) sts at the beginning of the next row; purl to the end of the row. 30 (34, 36, 40) stsRow 1(RS)- Knit to the last four sts, K2tog, K2. 29 (33, 35, 39) stsRow 2(WS)- Purl across.Repeat the last two rows five additional times. 24 (28, 30, 34) stsWork in Stockinette st until piece measures approx. 7.5” from BO row. BO all sts.
BACKUsing US # 10 needles, OR SIZE NEEDED TO OBTAIN THE GAUGE, with Yarn A and Yarn B held together, CO 76 (86, 94, 104) sts.Work in Stockinette st until piece measures approx. 19” (19”, 20”, 20”) from CO edge, ending on a RS row.BO 4 (4, 6,6) sts at the beginning of the next two rows. 68 (78, 82, 92) stsRow 1(RS)- K2, SSK, knit to the last four sts, K2tog, K2. 66 (76, 80, 90) stsRow 2(WS)- Purl across.Repeat the last two rows 5 additional times. 56 (66, 70, 80) stsWork in Stockinette st until piece measures approx. 7.5” from BO row. BO all sts.
SLEEVES (make two)Using US # 10 needles, OR SIZE NEEDED TO OBTAIN THE GAUGE, with Yarn A and Yarn B held together, CO 10 (14, 20, 28) Row 1(RS): K2, M1, knit to the last two sts, M1, K2. 12 (16, 22, 30) stsRow 2(WS): Purl across.Repeat the last two rows an additional sixteen times. 44 (48, 54, 62) stsCast on 4 (4, 6, 6) sts at the beginning of the next two rows. 52 (56, 66, 74)Work in Stockinette st until piece measures approx. 10” (or desired sleeve length minus 4” {for sleeve cuff}) from CO edge. BO all sts.
FINISHINGSew Left and Right Fronts to Back along side seams and shoulders. Sew Sleeves shut along inner seam. 
Sleeve cuffs



Using US # 10.75 DPNs, OR SIZE NEEDED TO OBTAIN THE GAUGE, with Yarn A held doubled, pick up 48 (52, 60, 68) sts around the BO edge of the sleeve. Work in K2, P2 ribbing until piece measures approx. 4” (or desired cuff length) from pick up edge. BO all sts. Repeat process on other sleeve.Set Sleeves into garment and sew to Fronts and Back. 
CollarStarting at the bottom seam where the Front Left piece is attached to the Back piece, use 40” circular US # 10.75 needles, OR SIZE NEEDED TO OBTAIN THE GAUGE, with Yarn A held doubled, pick up a number of stitches divisible by four along the front outer edge of the Front Left piece, ending at the centre of the neck edge along the Back. (Note the number of sts picked up here: _________ )Work in K2, P2 ribbing until piece measures approx. 6” from pick up edge. BO all sts.Repeat the same process as above starting at the bottom seam where the Front Right is attached to the Back piece, and going along the front outer edge of the Front Right piece ending at the same place as for the Front Left. Starting at the bottom seam where the Front Left piece is attached to the Back piece, use 40” circular US # 10.75 needles, OR SIZE NEEDED TO OBTAIN THE GAUGE, with Yarn A held doubled, pick up a number of stitches divisible by four along the bottom edge of the Back piece, ending at the bottom seam where the Front Right is attached to the Back piece.Work in K2, P2 ribbing until piece measures approx.. 6” from pick up edge. BO all sts.Create one continues collar piece by sewing the side edges created at the centre back, bottom right and bottom left seams.
Hook and Round Eye closuresUsing the sewing needle and thread attach a round eye closure approx. 1.5” inward the BO edge of the collar at approx. 16.5”, 17.5” and 19.5” from the CO edge of the Front Left piece. Repeat this process on for the hooks on the Front Right piece.Weave in all loose ends.
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